Short List No. 124 - 2014.

Anthropology, Sociology and Social Darwinism.
Barnett, Anthony. **THE HUMAN SPECIES.** A Biology of Man. F’cap 8vo, Revised Edition, Third Impression; pp. xii, 354, [2](blank); 32 plates, 67 figures (some coloured), bibliography, index; original stiff wrappers; (some underlining, mostly light). (Harmondsworth); Penguin Books; (1965). #65442  

**A$15.00**
4  **Barrett**, Charles.  **WHITE BLACKFELLOWS.**  The Strange Adventures of Europeans who Lived among Savages.  First Edition; pp. xvi, 264(last 3 blank); 7 maps, 31 plates, including 1 other map, 17 illustrations in text; original cloth (spine a little faded); a very good copy.  Melbourne; Hallcraft Publishing Co.; 1948.  ***McLaren 117.***

#46088  
A$50.00
5 Bates, Daisy. **The Passing of the Aborigines.** A Lifetime spent among the Natives of Australia. Third Australian Impression; pp. xviii, 254, double-page map (bound upside-down), 12 plates, appendix, index; original cloth (lacking front endpaper; some pencilled underlining); a very good copy. London; John Murray; (1949). ***Printed in Australia. #32468 A$35.00
6  Beddoe, John.  **THE RACES OF BRITAIN.**  A contribution to the anthropology of Western Europe.  Photographed from the original edition of 1885.  With a new introduction by David Elliston Allen.  Med. 8vo, Facsimile Edition; pp. xxx, 322(last blank); several illustrations, several tables (1 folding), index; original cloth; a very good copy in worn dustwrapper.  London; Hutchinson of London; (1971).  ***Lacking pp. 3-18 (an omitted section) but otherwise good.  
   #65475  
   A$12.00
7  Brace, Charles L.  **THE RACES OF THE OLD WORLD.**  A Manual of Ethnology.  Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xx, 428, 32 (inserted adv.); notes, bibliography, index; original cloth (slightly worn; hinges strengthened), uncut; a very good copy; scarce.  London; John Murray; 1863.  ***With a chapter on Oceania including brief mention of Australians; and an account of the antiquity of man.  #65452  A$75.00
8 Buchner, Professor Ludwig. **LAST WORDS ON MATERIALISM**
and Kindred Subjects. With a life of the author by his brother Prof. Alex
Buchner. Translated by Joseph McCabe. Issued by the Rationalist Press
Association, Ltd. Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xxxiv, 300(last blank), [6](adv.);
original cloth (marked; some minor internal soiling; small corner cut from
endpaper). London; Watts & Co.; 1901. ***With the Introduction: Life Of
Ludwig Buchner; and the essays: What Is Matter? (1891); Materialism: A
Rejoinder (1891); The Nature of the Soul (1893); The Unity of Matter (1894);
Jacob Moleschott (1894); Apriorism and Evolution (1894); Christianity and
Buddhism (1894); Christianity and the Family (1894); Christianity and
Science (1894); Virchow and Darwinism (1895); Science and Metaphysics
(1895); The Sources of Buddhism (1895); The Heredity of Acquired Characters
(1896); Karl Vogt (1896); The Unknowable (1897); Truth and Fancy in
Hypnotism (1897); The Distribution of Blood in the Animal and the Social
Organism (1897); Neo-Lamarckism (1897); Idealism and Positivism (1897);
Human Pygmies of the Stone Age (1897); Animism, Spiritism, and Occultism,
or, Ancient and Modern Ghosts (1897); Thomas Hobbes (1897); The Freedom
of Science and the Universities (1898); The “Over-Man” in Modern Literature
(1898); Science and Materialism (1898); From the Nebula to Man (1898);
The Origin of Man (1898); The Latest about Protoplasm (1899); More About
Philosophic Materialism (1899); The Problem of Knowledge in the Service of
Science (1899); and, Knowledge and Evolution (1899). #65480  A$50.00
9  Burrow, J. W.  **EVOLUTION AND SOCIETY.**  A Study in Victorian Social Theory.  Cr. 8vo, Fourth Impression; pp. xxvi, 294; bibliography, index; original stiff wrappers; a very good ex-library copy with the usual markings.  (London); Cambridge University Press; (1974).  ***First published 1966, this paperback impression has an additional Preface.  #65438  

A$15.00
10  Childe, [V]. Gordon. **SOCIAL EVOLUTION.** With a Foreword by Sir Mortimer Wheeler. F’cap 8vo, Paperback Edition; pp. 192(last adv.); appendix, index; original stiff wrappers; a very good copy. (London); Collins, The Fontana Library; (1963). ***First published in 1951; the Author’s last major work. #41049  

A$15.00
11 Dale, Peter Allan. **IN PURSUIT OF A SCIENTIFIC CULTURE.** Science, Art, and Society in the Victorian Age. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. x, 338, [4](blank); notes, index; original stiff wrappers; a very good copy. (Madison, Wisconsin); The University of Wisconsin Press; (1989). #65469

**A$30.00**
12 Daniels, George; Edited by. **DARWINISM COMES TO AMERICA.** First Edition; pp. xx, 140(last 3 blank); original stiff wrappers; (name stamp on half-title); a very good copy. Waltham Massachusetts; Blaisdell Publishing Company, A Division of Ginn and Company; (1968). #65507  

A$30.00
13 **Dealey**, James Quayle and **Ward**, Lester Frank. *A TEXT-BOOK OF SOCIOLOGY.* Cr. 8vo, First Edition, Seventh Impression; pp. xxvi, 326; bibliography, index; original cloth; a very good copy. New York; The Macmillan Company; 1916. #65446 **A$25.00**
14 Degerando, Joseph-Marie. *The Observation of Savage Peoples.* translated by F. C. T. Moore with a preface by E. E. Evans-Pritchard. First Edition in English; pp. xii, 124(last blank); 4 portrait plates, sources, index; original cloth; a fine copy in faded dustwrapper. London; Routledge & Kegan Paul; (1969). ***First published in French in 1800 as a guide for some of the members of the Baudin expedition to Australia. #65482 A$65.00
15  Degler, Carl N.  **In Search of Human Nature.**  The Decline and Revival of Darwinism in American Social Thought.  Med. 8vo, First Edition, Second Impression; pp. [ii], xii, 400, [4](blank); notes, index; original stiff pictorial wrappers; a nice copy.  New York; Oxford University Press; (1991).  ***Apparentley published only in wrappers.  #65505 A$30.00
16 de Gobineau, Arthur. **THE INEQUALITY OF HUMAN RACES.** Translated by Adrian Collins, M.A. Facsimile Edition; pp. [iii]-xvi, 218, [2](blank); index; original stiff wrappers (a little worn). Los Angeles; The Noontide Press; 1966. ***First published in 1854.***

#65458

A$20.00
17 **Desmond, Adrian and Moore, James.** *Darwin’s Sacred Cause.* How a Hatred of Slavery Shaped Darwin’s Views on Human Evolution. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xxii, 490(last 5 blank); 16 plates, 3 illustrations, notes, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in slightly worn dustwrapper. (London); Allen Lane an imprint of Penguin Books; (2009). #48605 A$50.00
19  **Edey**, Maitland A. and Johanson, Donald C.  *Blueprints*. Solving the Mystery of Evolution. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xii, 420(last 2 blank); 16 plates, a few figures, bibliography, index; original papered boards; a nice copy in dustwrapper. Boston; Little, Brown and Company; (1989). #28045  

A$45.00

#65499

A$30.00
21 Evans-Pritchard, E. E. *KINSHIP AND MARRIAGE AMONG THE NUER*. First Edition; pp. xii, 184; 3 sketch maps, 9 plates, 2 text illustrations, 4 genealogies including large folding genealogical table, index; original cloth (slightly marked; several pages with inked marginal lines); a very good copy. Oxford; at the Clarendon Press; 1951. #6890

A$45.00
22 Farber, Paul Lawrence. THE TEMPTATIONS OF EVOLUTIONARY ETHICS. First Edition; pp. xii, 212(last blank); bibliography, index; original quarter cloth (front board damaged, otherwise a very good copy in damaged dustwrapper). Berkeley; University of California Press; (1994). #65476 A$10.00
23 Glick, Thomas F.; edited by. THE COMPARATIVE RECEPTION OF DARWINISM. The Dan Danciger Publication Series. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. x, 506(last blank); 3 appendices, notes on contributors, index; original cloth; (a little foxing of edges); a very good copy in worn dustwrapper (spine faded). Austin and London; University of Texas Press; (1972). #65502 A$120.00

A$15.00
25 Greene, John C. **THE DEATH OF ADAM.** Evolution and Its Impact on Western Thought. Third Paperback Impression; pp. [xii], 388; original stiff wrappers; a very good ex-library copy with minimal marking. Ames, Iowa; The Iowa State University Press; (1974). ***First published 1959. #65500

A$20.00
26  Greg, W. R.  **ENIGMAS OF LIFE.**  With a prefatory memoir.  Edited by his wife.  Cr. 8vo, 19th Edition; pp. cii, 312, 80(inserted adv., dated 1892); appendix; original cloth (a little worn); a very good copy.  London; Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co. Ltd.; 1892.  ***First published in 1874.**  #65453

A$50.00
Haddon, A. C.  **THE RACES OF MAN** and their distribution.  New Edition.  Cr. 8vo, Second Edition; pp. viii, 184; 10 plates, 1 fig., bibliography, index; original cloth (spine a little worn; some minor foxing); a very good copy; scarce.  Cambridge; at the University Press; 1924.  ***First published in 1909, here completely rewritten.***  

A$65.00
29 Harris, Marvin.  **THE RISE OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL THEORY.** A History of Theories of Culture. Med. 8vo, First Edition, Second Impression; pp. [x], 806; bibliography, index; original cloth; (name on half-title); a very good copy in worn dustwrapper. London; Routledge & Kegan Paul; (1972).  ***First published 1969.** #31641  
A$75.00
30 Harris, Marvin. COWS, PIGS, WARS & WITCHES. The Riddles of Culture. F’cap 8vo, Paperback Edition; pp. 192; references; original stiff wrappers; a very good copy. (Glasgow); Fontana/Collins; (1977). #65488

A$15.00
31 Harris, Marvin. **CULTURAL MATERIALISM:** The Struggle for a Science of Culture. First Paperback Edition; pp. xiv, 386 (last 3 blank); bibliography, index; original stiff wrappers; (some highlighting of a few pages at start). New York; Vintage Books, A Division of Random House; (1980). #65447 A$20.00
33  Hobhouse, Leonard T. Columbia University Lectures. SOCIAL EVOLUTION AND POLITICAL THEORY. Cr. 8vo, First Edition, Second Impression; pp. x, 218, [4](blank); index; original cloth; top edge gilt, others uncut; a very good ex-library copy rather heavily stamped on endpaper & title-page and with white number on spine, but otherwise unmarked. New York; Columbia University Press; 1913. #65487

A$20.00
34 Hobhouse, L. T.; Wheeler G. C.; and Ginsberg, M. **THE MATERIAL CULTURE AND SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS OF THE SIMPLER PEOPLES.** An Essay in Correlation. First Edition; pp. [viii], 302(last 3 blank); several tables, several appendices, bibliography; original cloth; a very good ex-library copy with the usual markings. London; Chapman & Hall’s Centenary Year; 1930. #65445 A$25.00
35 Hodgson, Geoffrey M.  **ECONOMICS AND EVOLUTION.**
Bringing Life Back into Economics.  Med. 8vo, First Paperback Edition; pp. xii, 388(last 7 blank); notes, bibliography, index; original stiff wrappers (front wrapper creased); a very good copy.  (Cambridge); Polity Press; (1994).  #65474  
A$25.00

**A$15.00**
37 Jones, Greta. **SOCIAL DARWINISM AND ENGLISH THOUGHT.** The Interaction between Biological and Social Theory. First Edition; pp. [iv], xiv, 234, [4](blank); bibliography, notes, index; original stiff wrappers; a nice copy. Sussex; The Harvester Press; (1980). #65492  

A$35.00
38  Kellett, E. E.  **THE RELIGION OF OUR NORTHERN ANCESTORS.**  F’cap 8vo, First Edition; pp. 144(last 3 adv.); bibliography, index; original cloth; a very good copy. London; Charles H. Kelly; (1914).  #46247  A$20.00
Kelly, Alfred. **THE DESCENT OF DARWIN.** The Popularization of Darwinism in Germany, 1860-1914. First Edition; pp. [vi], 186 (last blank); notes, bibliography, index; original cloth; a nice copy in rubbed dustwrapper. Chapel Hill; The University of North Carolina Press; (1981). #65496

A$45.00
40  **Kidd, Benjamin.** *SOCIAL EVOLUTION.* Eighteenth Thousand. Cr. 8vo, Second Edition, Third Impression; pp. [ii], x, 388; 3 appendices, index; original cloth (slightly marked), uncut; a very good copy. London; Macmillan and Co., Ltd.; 1896. #65478  A$75.00
41  Kidd, Benjamin.  **THE CONTROL OF THE TROPICS.**  Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. viii, 102(last blank), [10](adv.); original cloth (a little soiled); a very good copy.  New York; The Macmillan Company; 1898.  #65440

A$35.00
42 Kidd, Benjamin. **THE SCIENCE OF POWER.** First Edition, Seventh Impression; pp. [ii], iv, 318, [4](adv.); index; original cloth (spine dull); a very good copy. New York and London; G. P. Putnam’s Sons, The Knickerbocker Press; (1924).  ***First published in 1918. Social Darwinism, etc. #65441 A$35.00
43 **Koepping, Klaus-Peter.** *ADOLF BASTIAN AND THE PSYCHIC UNITY OF MANKIND.* The Foundations of Anthropology in Nineteenth Century Germany. First Edition; pp. xviii, 272, [2](blank); notes, select bibliography of Bastian’s work, general bibliography, index; original papered boards; a very good copy in worn dustwrapper. St Lucia; University of Queensland Press; (1983).

***Includes translation of selected works by Bastian. #65448 A$35.00***
44  La Barre, Weston. THE GHOST DANCE. Origins of Religion. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xviii, 678(last blank); appendix, notes, index of names, subject index; original cloth; a nice copy in worn dustwrapper. London; George Allen & Unwin Ltd; (1972). 

#58686

A$95.00
45  Lafargue, Paul.  THE EVOLUTION OF PROPERTY FROM SAVAGERY TO CIVILIZATION.  F’cap 8vo, First (?) U.S. Edition; pp. 160; original cloth; a very good copy.  Chicago; Charles H. Kerr & Company Co-operative; N.D. [c. 1910].  #65479    A$60.00
46  **Lang, Andrew. SOCIAL ORIGINS. [and] PRIMAL LAW by J. J. Atkinson.** First Edition; pp. [ii], xviii, [ii], xviii, 208(last blank), [209]-312(last blank), 4(adv.), 40(inserted adv., dated 1/03); 2 appendices, index; original cloth (slightly marked); a very good copy; scarce. London; Longmans, Green, and Co.; 1903. ***Atkinson's work was posthumously edited and annotated by Lang. The two works include much on the Arunta and other Australian aboriginal and Melanesian tribes and critical analysis of the work and theories of Fison, Spencer & Gillen, Frazer, Herbert Spencer, Max Muller, Durkheim, Lewis Morgan, Westermarck and many others. In this copy the preliminary pages have been repeated, but nothing is omitted. #65436  

A$265.00
48  **Larkins**, John & Howard, Bruce. *A Tribute to Australian Women*. Cr. 4to, Second Edition, Second impr.; pp. 280; 24 coloured plates (included in pagination), numerous b/w. illustrations; original papered boards; a very good copy in dustwrapper. (Adelaide); Rigby; (1981). ****Originally published in 1976 under the main title “Sheilas”; this copy inscribed and signed by MP Joan Child, one of the subjects.*  #65340

A$50.00
49  **Latham, Robert Gordon.** *THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE VARIETIES OF MAN.* First Edition; pp. xxviii, 574, [2](verso blank); 19 illustrations, apophthegms [maxims], bibliography, index; contemporary half calf, with marbled sides (a little rubbed; library labels on front board and pastedown but otherwise completely unmarked); a nice copy; scarce. London; John Van Voorst; M.D.CCCL [1850].

***Includes the Australian aborigines and natives of the Pacific region.***

#19422

A$275.00
50  **Latham, R[obert] G[ordon].**  *MAN AND HIS MIGRATIONS.*  
F’cap 8vo, First Edition; pp. vi, 250; original cloth (top of spine & rear joint a little worn; a nice copy; scarce. London; John Van Voorst; MDCCCL [1851].  ***Includes reference to Australian aborigines and the natives of the Pacific region.  #65486  
A$275.00
51 [Lawrence, William. LECTURES ON PHYSIOLOGY, ZOOLOGY, AND THE NATURAL HISTORY OF MAN, Delivered at the Royal College of Surgeons]. Demy 8vo, Early Edition; pp. [iii]-xx (LACKING title-page), 526; 12 engraved plates (7 folding); binder’s cloth, with leather spine labels; (LACKING title-page; some worming, mostly to inner margins, with minimal loss of a few letters on several pages; a corner torn from pp. 259/60 with loss of portions of about 20 lines); a good, sound copy; scarce. [London; J. Smith; 1822]. ***First published in 1819. The plates in this copy show the full imprint: “Published by J. Smith 163 Strand 1822”. An important work setting out Lawrence’s ideas rejecting Lamarckian inheritance and prefiguring some of Darwin’s insights. #65485 A$220.00
52  Levidow, Les; Edited by. SCIENCE AS POLITICS. First Edition; pp. [iv], 186(last 21 adv.), [2](blank); several illustrations, references; original stiff wrappers; a very good copy. London; Free Association Books; 1986. #65495  A$25.00
Love, Rosaleen. **HUW209 Nature and human nature. DARWIN AND SOCIAL DARWINISM.** Cr. 4to, First Edition; pp. 72 (last 3 blank); numerous illustrations, references; original stiff wrappers; a nice copy. Victoria; Deakin University Press; 1982. #49419 A$30.00
55 Maine, Sir Henry Sumner. **LECTURES ON THE EARLY HISTORY OF INSTITUTIONS.** Second Thousand. First Edition, Second Impression; pp. x, 412, [2](adv.), 20(adv.); index; original cloth, uncut; a very good copy. London; John Murray; 1875. ***Herbert John Gladstone’s copy, with his attractive engraved bookplate. #65460 A$125.00
Maine, Sir Henry Sumner. **POPULAR GOVERNMENT.**


A$75.00
58 Malinowski, Bronislaw. **SEX AND REPRESSION IN SAVAGE SOCIETY.** Second Impression; pp. xvi, 288(last 3 blank), [20] (inserted adv. dated 1941); index; original cloth (marked & a little worn; an ex-library copy with several stamps, but generally internally clean); scarce. London; Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd.; 1937. ***First published in 1927. #30296 A$65.00

A$25.00
60 Malinowski, Bronislaw. **THE SEXUAL LIFE OF SAVAGES** in North-Western Melanesia. An Ethnographic Account of Courtship, Marriage, and Family Life Among the Natives of the Trobriand Islands, British New Guinea. With a Preface by Havelock Ellis. Illustrated with 96 pages of plates. Third Edition, Sixth Impression; pp. [ii], 1, 506, [2](blank); 96 plates, index; original cloth (slightly rubbed); a nice copy. London; Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd.; (1957). #30236 A$135.00
Manier, Edward. **The Young Darwin and His Cultural Circle.** A study of influences which helped shape the language and logic of the first drafts of the theory of natural selection. Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xii, 242, [2](blank); a few illustrations, notes, bibliography, index; original stiff wrappers (a little worn); a very good copy. Dordrecht-Holland; D. Reidel Publishing Company; (1978). ***Studies in the History of Modern Science Volume 2. #65491 A$25.00
63 Marchant, P. D. **SOCIAL DARWINISM.** Cr. 4to; pp. 46-59; [in] The Australian Journal of Politics and History, Vol. III, No. 1, November 1957; pp. [viii], 144(last 6 adv.); original wrappers. [Brisbane]; University of Queensland Press; 1957. #65477 **A$20.00**
Mills, Walter Thomas. THE STRUGGLE FOR EXISTENCE.
Seventh Edition—Thirty-Second Thousand. Med. 8vo; pp. 640; index; original cloth (small hole in front joint; hinges weak). Chicago, Ill.; International School of Social Economy; (1904) [but later].
***With a chapter on slavery. #65449

A$30.00
67 Moore, James S. **The Post-Darwinian Controversies.**
A study of the Protestant struggle to come to terms with Darwin in Great Britain and America 1870-1900. Med. 8vo, First Paperback Edition; pp. xii, 514, [2](blank); notes, extensive bibliography, index; original stiff wrappers (a little worn); a very good copy. Cambridge; Cambridge University Press; (1981). #65497  

A$30.00
68 Morgan, Lewis H[enry]. **ANCIENT SOCIETY** or Researches in the Lines of Human Progress from Savagery through Barbarism to Civilization. Cr. 8vo, First Edition, later impr. (?); pp. xvi, 570, [4] (adv.), [2](blank); index; original cloth (lightly worn; tape marks on endpapers & title-page inner margin); a very good copy. Chicago; Charles H. Kerr & Company, Co-operative; [1877].

#59300

A$65.00
69  **Muller, F. Max.**  *Biographies of Words* and the Home of the Aryas. Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xxviii, 278, [2](blank), 16(adv.); index; original cloth (heavily flecked; old names on half-title & title-page); a very good copy. London; Longmans, Green, and Co.; 1888.  

#65388  

**A$60.00**
70  **Nott, J. C. and Gliddon, Geo. R.**  **TYPES OF MANKIND:**
or, Ethnological Researches, based upon the Ancient Monuments,
Paintings, Sculptures, and Crania of Races, and upon their Natural,
Geographical, Philological, and Biblical History: Illustrated by
selections from the inedited papers of Samuel George Morton M.D.,
and by additional contributions from Prof. L. Agassiz LL.D.; W. Usher
M.D.; and Prof. H. S. Patterson M.D. Med. 8vo, First U.K. Edition;
pp. lxxviii, 49-738, [2](blank); portrait of Morton as frontispiece, 2
full-page coloured maps, 4 folding plates, folding genealogical table,
folding pictorial table, with key, to accompany Agassiz’s “Sketch”, over
360 figures, references & notes, appendix;; original cloth (spine faded
& ends a little worn); a very nice, clean copy; scarce. London; Trubner
& Co.; 1854.  ***First published in Philadelphia in the same year in a
“Subscriber’s Edition” of 1000 copies, this second edition, printed in the
U.S., was issued in Paris and Leipsic as well as Philadelphia. With
much on the ancient Egyptians, early man, writing systems etc., the book
is heavily laden with racist notions from the American south, mixed up
with biblical inferences and measurements of alleged cranial capacity all
aimed at demonstrating the superiority of the white races. Agassiz’s Sketch
includes references to New Holland and New Guinea and the illustrated
table includes human heads and animals from Australia and the Malay
Archipelago. #45051  A$650.00
72 Pannekoek, Anton. **MARXISM AND DARWINISM.** Translated by Nathan Weiser. Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. 58, [6] (adv.); original wrappers; (several pages browned from loosely inserted newsclippings). Chicago; Charles H. Kerr & Company, Co-operative; (1912). #65493  

A$25.00
73  Parkinson, George. **TRUE STORIES OF DURHAM PIT-LIFE.**
By George Parkinson Of Sherburn. With introductions by Sir W. H. Stephenson, D.C.L. Lord Mayor of Newcastle and T. H. Bainbridge. Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. xii, 156(last blank); portrait frontispiece; original blind-stamped cloth (a little worn; new endpapers); a very good copy. London; Charles H. Kelly; (1912). #65345  A$30.00
74  Pearson, Charles H. **NATIONAL LIFE AND CHARACTER.**
A Forecast. First Edition; pp. [viii], 358(last blank), [2](adv.); 2 appendices, index; original cloth (rubbed), uncut; a very good copy; scarce. London; Macmillan and Co.; 1893. #65457  \textbf{A$75.00}
75  **Penniman, T.K.** *A Hundred Years of Anthropology.*
First Edition; pp. 400; 2 appendices, bibliography, index; original cloth; 
(some foxing); a very good copy in worn & a little soiled dustwrapper. 
London; Duckworth; (1933). #19602  

A$65.00
76 Pickering, Charles. THE RACES OF MAN; and Their Geographical Distribution. By Charles Pickering, M.D., Member of the United States Exploring Expedition. New Edition. To which is prefixed, An Analytical Synopsis of the Natural History of Man. By John Charles Hall, M.D. F’cap 8vo; pp. lxxii, 446 + 32 page publisher’s catalogue (16 pp. each at front and rear including pastedowns); folding coloured map, 12 fine engraved plates, index; original blind-stamped cloth (spine a little sunned), uncut & largely unopened; a very nice copy; scarce. London; George Bell & Sons; 1876. ***Including Australian, Melanesian and Polynesian peoples. #65463 A$175.00
77 Prichard, James Cowles. **THE NATURAL HISTORY OF MAN;** comprising Inquiries into the modifying influence of physical and moral agencies on the different tribes of the human family. Second edition, enlarged, with Forty-Four Coloured and Five Plain Illustrations engraved on steel, and ninety-seven engravings on wood. Demy 8vo, Second Edition; pp. xvi, 596; 49 plates (44 hand-coloured), 97 text figures, 10 appendices, index; full contemporary calf, with marbled edges & endpapers; a very good copy; scarce. London; Hippolyte Bailliere, Publisher; 1845. ***First published in 1843, this edition is considerably enlarged. With a ludicrous colour plate of “Australians of King George’s Sound” and a text illustration taken from Peron & Freycinet of a Tasmanian “Australian”, and several coloured plates of American Indians. #47276

A$650.00
78 Ritchie, D. G. **DARWINISM AND POLITICS.** With two additional essays on Human Evolution. Cr. 8vo, Second Edition, Later Impression; pp. viii, 144(last 3 adv.); original cloth; a very good copy. London; Swan Sonnenschein & Co. Lim.; 1909. ***The second edition was first published in 1890. #65494 A$65.00
79 Roheim, Geza. **ANIMISM, MAGIC, AND THE DIVINE KING.** First Edition, New Impression; pp. xviii, 390; index; original cloth; a nice copy in faded dustwrapper. London; Routledge & Kegan Paul; (1972). ***First published in 1930.*** #65454   A$85.00
80 Rosenberg, Alexander. **DARWINISM IN PHILOSOPHY, SOCIAL SCIENCE AND POLICY.** Med. 8vo, First Edition; pp. x, 262(last 5 blank); bibliography, index; original stiff wrappers; a nice copy. (Cambridge); Cambridge University Press; (2000).

#65498

A$35.00
81 Russett, Cynthia Eagle. **DARWIN IN AMERICA.** The Intellectual Response 1865-1912. First Edition; pp. xii, 228; several illustrations, notes, references, index; original stiff wrappers (a little worn); a very good copy. San Francisco; W. H. Freeman and Company; (1976). #65508

A$25.00
82 Smith, Lieut.-Col. Chas. Hamilton. *The Natural History of the Human Species: Its Typical Forms, Primeval Distribution, Filiations, and Migrations.* Illustrated by numerous engravings. With a preliminary abstract of the views of Blumenbach, Prichard, Bachman, Agassiz, and other authors of repute on the subject. By S. Kneeland, Jr., M.D. Demy 12mo; pp. [iv], xiv, [15]-420 (last blank), [421]-424 (last blank, Appendix), [8] (adv.); lithographed illustrated title-page (additional) & 11 lithographed plates, appendix; original blind-stamped cloth (spine a little worn; minor staining to inner margin of first few leaves; some foxing); a very good copy; scarce. Boston; Gould and Lincoln; 1855.

***A curious edition. The lithographed title-page is dated 1851, but the work was first published in London in 1848 without the abstract by Kneeland (Boston, 1851), which first appeared in Gould and Lincoln’s 1851 edition. The verso of the (typeset) title-page states that it was “Stereotyped by Hobart & Robbins; New England Type and Stereotype Foundry, Boston.” and below (in different type) “Printed by George C. Rand & Co., No. 3 Cornhill.” There is also a “Publishers’ Advertisement to the English Edition”, (pp. v/vi), however everything about the printing and make-up of the volume (printing, paper, imposition, binding, etc.) is suggestive of an American rather than English production. The work includes references to Australian, Papuan and New Zealand natives and there are illustrations of a Papuan and a New Zealander. #65489

A$250.00
83 Sollas, W. J. **ANCIENT HUNTERS** and their Modern Representatives. Third (& Best) Edition; pp. xxxvi, 698, [2](blank); folding map, panoramic frontispiece & 1 other plate, 367 illustrations in text (some full-page); chronology, chronological table, addenda & corrigenda, index; original cloth; a very good ex-library copy with a few stamps only. London; Macmillan and Co., Limited; 1924. ***The chapters on the Australian and Tasmanian Aborigines have been extended in this edition. #6577  
A$65.00
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86  Sumner, William Graham. **ESSAYS OF WILLIAM GRAHAM SUMNER.** Edited, with Prefaces, by Albert Galloway Keller, William Graham Sumner Professor of the Science of Society in Yale University and Maurice R. Davie, Professor of Sociology in Yale University. 2 vols., roy. 8vo, First Edition; Vol. I, pp. xx, 500(last blank); portrait frontispiece; Vol. II, pp. viii, 534, [2](blank); portrait frontispiece, bibliography, index; original cloth; a very good ex-library set with a few stamps. New Haven; Yale University Press; 1934. #65444  
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93 Tylor, Edward B. **ANTHROPOLOGY**: An Introduction to the Study of Man and Civilization. With illustrations. Cr. 8vo, Fifth Impression; pp. xvi, 448; 78 illustrations & figures, bibliography, index; original cloth (spine faded); a very good copy. London; Macmillan and Co., Limited; 1904. ***First published in 1881, reprinted with corrections, 1889, and with further corrections, 1892. #40005 A$50.00
94  **Tyson**, Edward.  *A PHILOLOGICAL ESSAY CONCERNING THE PYGMIES OF THE ANCIENTS.*  By Edward Tyson, M.D., F.R.S., A.D. 1699.  Now Edited, with an Introduction Treating of Pigmy Races and Fairy Tales, by Bertram T. A. Windle, D.Sc., M.D., M.A., Trinity College Dublin; Dean of the Medical Faculty and Professor of Anatomy, Mason College, Birmingham.  Cr. 8vo, First Edition; pp. civ, 104(last blank); type-facsimile of title-page of original work; original stiff wrappers (joints neatly strengthened), uncut; a nice copy; scarce.  London; Published by David Nutt in the Strand; MDCCCXCIV [1894].  ***Tyson’s work, first published in 1699, and very rare, was the first major work to compare the anatomy and morphology of human and non-human primates. This edition was limited to 550 copies.***
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95 Vucinich, Alexander. **DARWIN IN RUSSIAN THOUGHT.**
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96 Westermarck, Edward. **THE HISTORY OF HUMAN MARRIAGE.** Third Edition; pp. xx, 644, [4](adv.); bibliography, index; binder’s cloth (soiled); an ex-library copy with several stamps & some internal soiling. London; Macmillan and Co.; 1903. ***First published 1891, the work includes considerable material on the Australian Aborigines, the Maori, the Polynesians, Melanesians and Micronesians in its universal treatment of the subject. #65465 A$45.00
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